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>>> Clicca Qui <<<
Diamond Fiesta Online Slot. This 5-reel game is structured with 50 fixed paylines and medium volatility .

Symbols pay left to right, and you set your bet-per-line, which corresponds with your total wager. For
example, if you bet $0.10 per line, your total wager would be $5 per spin. Whenever you see the WILD

SYMBOL Señor Skeleton and his guitar, he'll take the place of any other symbol (except the scatters) to
create winning combinations . And he shows up on reels 2 through 5 – so he won't be a stranger for long!
Other high-paying symbols include beautiful dancers, chili peppers, maracas, and freshly poured, 100%

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-it


agave tequila , of course! The two SCATTERS are the Diamonds and the Skulls. If 6 or more Diamond
Scatters appear anywhere (and in any order), you trigger the JACKPOT DIAMOND FEATURE , where
you receive 3 Re-Spins. The triggering Diamonds are held, and they're the only active symbols aside

from the new Diamond Scatters that appear. The more you collect throughout the feature, the higher your
final payout. And if a Diamond stops in a corner position, 3 more Re-Spins are awarded! During this

feature, fill all 4 corners with diamonds to unleash the EXPANDING REELS , which create a new row or
column of symbols – and give you more chances to win. Fill the corners again, score another set of

symbols, and on it goes until you get all the way to an 8X4 GRID! In the end, you can win as much as to
250x your bet in a single payout! The Minor, Major, and Grand Jackpots can also be won at the end of
the JACKPOT DIAMOND FEATURE (hence the name!) Meanwhile, 3 or more of the Skull Scatters

trigger the FREE GAMES FEATURE , where additional Scatters and Wilds are added to give you even
higher odds for top-tier payouts . You'll start with 6 Free Spins. You'll win 3 Re-Spins every time 3 or
more Skulls appear. And you can trigger the JACKPOT DIAMOND FEATURE as well. Insanity! This

game is as fun as it sounds. And to prove it, we made the DIAMOND FIESTA Online Slot available in the
Jackpot Capital lobby on Mobile, Download, or Instant Play. Just be sure you're in a place where you can
get up to sing and dance and celebrate your wins . ( Trust us. You won't be able to help yourself!) Share

this with your friends via… 
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